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Dependent clauses are one of the prominent examples illustrating the ability to gen-
erate recursive structures by a computational mechanism. Three types of dependent
clauses have usually been distinguished in a broader sense: (i) complement clauses, (ii)
adverbial clauses, and (iii) correlative or relative clauses. The question of whether these
three types can be reduced to a single abstract structure has inspired several fruitful
lines of research, resulting in a mass of new empirical findings and leading to novel re-
sults. For example, many authors have proposed to analyze different types of dependent
clauses as correlative/relative clauses (see Arsenijević 2009, Bhatt & Pancheva 2006,
Caponigro & Polinsky 2011, Geis 1970, Haegeman 2012, Kayne 2014, Krapova 2010,
Kratzer 2006, Moulton 2009, 2015, among many others). This special issue of the His-
torical Syntax section of Language, entitled New insights into the syntax and semantics
of complementation, focuses in particular on the diachronic syntax and semantics of de-
pendent clauses and shows to what extent complement, adverbial, and relative/correla-
tive clauses may be related to each other.
In what follows, I briefly outline the most important findings of the contributions col-
lected in this special issue and highlight how they contribute to the diachronic discus-
sion on clause-linkage in general.
Katrin Axel-Tober’s article, ‘The development of the declarative complementizer
in German’, is concerned with the issue of how the German subordinate complemen-
tizer dass ‘that’, which introduces declarative complement clauses and triggers verb-
final position, evolved in the history of German.1
(1) [main clause … ] [embedded clause … ]
[Er weiß, dass es ein Prozess ist.
[he know.3sg that it a process be.3sg
‘He knows that it is a process.’
(DeReKo, Nürnberger Nachrichten, 22 January 2015)2
In the example given in 1, the matrix predicate wissen ‘know’ embeds a finite CP-clause
introduced by the declarative complementizer dass ‘that’. The assumption has been that
it developed from the nominative/accusative form of the neuter demonstrative pronoun
das ‘that’. Accordingly, the paratactic structure given in 2 is supposed to have given rise
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to the hypotactic structure exemplified in 1, shifting the clause boundary (cf. Behaghel
1928, Ebert 1978, Horacek 1964, Lehmann 1988, Lenerz 1984, to name but a few).
(2) [main clause … ] [main clause … ]
[Er weiß das: es ist ein Prozess.
[he know.3sg that it be.3sg a process
‘He knows that: it is a process.’
The example in 2 contains the cataphoric demonstrative pronoun das ‘that’, occurring at
the end of the first main clause and pointing forward to the content of the second main
clause. Similar examples exemplifying the structures given in 1 and 2 are attested as early
as Old High German (750–1050) (examples adapted fromAxel-Tober, this issue).
(3) [main clause … ] [main clause … ]
[joh gizálta in sar tház, \ thiu sálida untar ín was
[and tell.3sg.pst them at.once that the bliss among them be.3sg.pst
‘and he at once told them that they were blessed’ (Otfrid II 2.8)
(4) [main clause … ] [embedded clause … ]
[Drúhtin Krist irkánta, \ thaz er mo wár zalta
[Lord Christ realize.3sg.pst that he him truth tell.3sg.pst
‘Christ, our Lord, realized that he was telling him the truth’ (Otfrid II 12.11)
Axel-Tober challenges the standard grammaticalization analysis of how dass ‘that’
emerged, offers a novel reanalysis scenario that is also applicable to other West Ger-
manic languages, and provides abundant crosslinguistic evidence supporting the view
that dass did not evolve directly from the cataphoric demonstrative pronoun das ‘that’
(see also Axel 2009 and Axel-Tober 2012:Ch. 2 for more details). Accordingly, the de-
clarative complement clause developed from an explicative relative clause, as given in
5 (example adapted fromAxel-Tober, this issue).
(5) [main clause … [explicative relative clause … ]]
[Er tháhta odowila tház, \ thaz er ther dúriwart wás
[he think.3sg.pst maybe that that he the gatekeeper be.3sg.pst
‘maybe he thought this that he was the gatekeeper’ (Otfrid II 4.7)
Following this line of reasoning, the dependent thaz-clause given in 5 should be ana-
lyzed as an explicative relative clause. What is crucial about its status is that (i) it is
headed by the relative particle thaz, which occupies the C-position, (ii) it is attached as
an adjunct clause to a functional projection in the matrix clause, and (iii) its content
refers to the correlative element tház ‘that’ placed in the matrix clause. According to
Axel-Tober, such a structure gave rise to the development of complement clauses; see
the Old High German example in 4 with a silent correlative element, in which the thaz-
clause is taken to function as a complement clause and thaz ‘that’ is the declarative
complementizer triggering the verb-final position. In other words, there are no differ-
ences between the source and the target structure on the surface. Several advantages
follow from this kind of reanalysis. It not only shows that there is no need to assume a
radical change of the sentence boundary (main clause→ embedded clause); it also in-
dicates that thaz was a C-head before and after the reanalysis, regardless of whether it
introduced an adjunct or a complement clause.
The issue of relative and complement clauses is also addressed in the corpus-based
article by Roland Meyer, ‘The C system of relatives and complement clauses in the
history of Slavic languages’, who mainly focuses on the diachrony of dependent clauses
in Russian, Polish, and Czech. Based on the work by Axel (2009) and Axel-Tober
(2012, this issue), Meyer aims at examining to what extent the new analysis proposed
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mainly for Germanic languages also holds for Slavic languages. He observes, following
Večerka (1989–2003), that already in Old Church Slavonic (ninth–tenth centuries) the
complex morpheme iže occurs as an agreeing relative pronoun, as a nonagreeing rela-
tive marker, and sometimes even as a subordinate complementizer. A similar situation
can be observed in both the diachrony and the synchrony of Czech and Polish:
Early Polish and Czech data containing the descendants of *iže thus add further support to hypothesis 1:
forms of the inflected relative pronoun (stage 1) began to serve as nonagreeing relative particles (stage
2), and then also came into use as general complement clause subordinators (stage 3), which form the
predecessors of the modern complementizers (stage 4). (Meyer, this issue, p. e102)
With respect to Russian, the diachronic situation appears to be more complex. Ac-
cordingly, the fact that Church Slavonic as well as Old East Slavic had different relative
pronouns and complementizers considerably affected the complementation system of
modern Russian. In order to describe the individual diachronic stages in Russian as well
as the homonymy of elements introducing dependent clauses in the West Slavic lan-
guages, Meyer adopts Citko’s (2004) classification of relative clauses, according to
which relative clauses can be headed by a lexical noun phrase (= headed relative
clauses) or by a ‘light’ pronominal correlate (= light-headed relative clauses), or can
lack an overt external head (= headless relative clauses). What is crucial about Citko’s
account is the assumption that all three types of relative clauses are analyzed as DPs
that select relativizing CPs as complements (see Axel-Tober’s article for a similar
analysis for Germanic languages). In this connection, Meyer proposes the following re-
analysis steps.
(6) a. light-headed relative clause:
[CP … V [DP toi [CP čtoi [C – ][TP … ti]]]]
b. relative particle + resumptive pronoun:
[CP … V [DP toi [CP Opi [C čto][TP … proni]]]]
c. that-clause with correlate:
[CP … V [DP to [CP [C čto] [TP … ]]]]
d. that-clause:
[CP … V [CP [C čto][TP … ]]]
In general, he assumes that complement čto-clauses in Russian (6d) (cf. Knyazev 2016
and references cited therein for their distribution in present-day Russian) developed out
of light-headed relative clauses (6a) via relatives introduced by the particle čto (6b) and
that-clauses with a pronominal correlative element in the matrix clause (6c). His find-
ings strongly support the analysis by Axel-Tober advocated in this issue.
In her contribution, ‘The German causal conjunction zumal: Diachronic and syn-
chronic analysis’, Ira Eberhardt investigates the most important properties of the
subordinate causal conjunction zumal ‘the more so as’/‘especially since’, as well as its
development in German. A corpus example from present-day German is given in 7.
(7) Eine Schwierigkeit stellt für die Asylbewerber zur Zeit
a difficulty constitute.3sg for the applicants.for.asylum to.the time
die Sprachbarriere dar, zumal keiner Deutsch spricht.
the language.barrier v.ptcl the.more.so.as nobody German speak.3sg
‘A difficulty for the applicants for asylum constitutes at the moment the
language barrier, the more so as none of them can speak German.’
(DeReKo, Burgenländische Zeitung, 25 June 2015)
In this example, zumal, in addition to its causal meaning, presupposes a set of alternative
causal relations to the matrix clause proposition. In comparison to other subordinate
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causal conjunctions like weil and da, both meaning ‘because’ (cf. Antomo & Steinbach
2010, Frey 2016, Reis 2013, and references cited therein), zumal has not previously been
investigated in the literature. Eberhardt fills this gap and addresses the question of the ex-
tent to which zumal-clauses are integrated into the matrix clause. Based on different di-
agnostic tests with regard to the internal and external syntax (cf. Haegeman 2003 and her
subsequent work), Eberhardt compares zumal-clauses with other types of causal clauses
in German and convincingly shows that zumal-clauses exhibit properties typical of both
nonembedded and embedded clauses. In order to determine the syntactic status of zumal-
clauses, Eberhardt makes use of the following tests: (i) verb position in the dependent
clause, (ii) placement in the Spec,CP position of the matrix clause, (iii) matrix negation
scope, (iv) matrix focus particle scope, (v) interrogative operator scope, (vi) intonational
integration, (vii) ellipsis of the matrix clause, and (viii) association with a correlative el-
ement within the matrix clause. Based on these tests, Eberhardt concludes:
At first glance, the syntactic features of zumal clauses seem to be random with regard to their integration
status. …We can see that the majority of the tests indicate that zumal clauses should be regarded as non-
embedded clauses … . However, there are still three features that are specific to embedded adverbial
clauses. (Eberhardt, this issue)
Wiemann’s (2016) corpus-based work supports Eberhardt’s findings, and he dis-
cusses additional syntactic tests (e.g. the und zwar-supplement test), illustrating the ex-
tent to which zumal-clauses are embedded into their host clause. As zumal-clauses
cannot be considered to be fully (un)integrated adverbial clauses, the question arises of
how they developed and how their syntactic status can be accounted for diachronically.
According to Eberhardt, the subordinate conjunction zumal, triggering verb-final posi-
tion in the dependent clause, developed out of the combination of the additive scalar
focus particle zumal and a causal conjunction. No grammaticalization process was in-
volved at this point of development, though. The following example from the nine-
teenth century illustrates such a combination of zumal with da.
(8) Sorgfältig verschloß er daher jeden Abend seine Thüren und
carefully close.3sg.pst he therefore every evening his doors and
Läden, zumal da nur einer seiner Sklaven dienstfähig war.
shops fp because only one of.his slaves fit.for.duty be.3sg.pst
‘Therefore he was closing his doors and shops every evening carefully, in
particular because only one of his slaves was fit for duty.’
(Mannheimer Korpus Historischer Zeitschriften, Das wohlfeilste Panorama des Universums
zur erheiternden Belehrung für Jedermann und alle Länder, 1836, p. 23)
Following Eberhardt’s reasoning, zumal used as a subordinate C-head is a product of
the recategorization of the focus particle zumal as having scope over a causal conjunc-
tion. In this context, the causal conjunction—for example, da in 8—could then be
dropped and zumal as a C-head would begin triggering the verb-final position without
having lost its focus interpretation, that is, presupposing a set of alternative causal rela-
tions to the matrix clause proposition. Accordingly, zumal is supposed to function as a
causal C-head from the seventeenth century onward. Finally, Eberhardt compares the
distribution of zumal-clauses with the use of causal subordinate clauses in the scope of
an additive scalar focus particle, viz. besonders weil ‘especially because’ in present-day
German, and concludes that both clause types exhibit the same syntactic and semantic
behavior. In doing so, the author provides additional evidence supporting her di-
achronic hypothesis. The question of whether zumal-clauses can be analyzed as relative
clauses remains open for future research.
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In conclusion, the articles collected in this special issue not only contribute to the on-
going theoretical debate on clause combining in general, but through meticulous analy-
ses of diachronic data, they also show that syntactic processes of language change are
more complex than previously thought, that not every diachronic step triggering a
change within a language system can be accounted for in terms of grammaticalization,
and finally, that much more attention should be paid to how we describe and formalize
language change processes.
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